
DON’T CONFUSE ME WITH THE FACTS, PLEASE
PART 1

MY STRUGGLES WITH THE NEW TESTAMENT 
AND WITH CHRISTIAN MESSIANISM

INTRO

My name is Aminidav Avraham, a name I was not born with but was given to me by my good
friend and Hebrew teacher, a righteous Jew who will remain nameless but pivotal in my spiritual
journey.  Both he and his wife have helped forge the triumphant spirit of the Torah within us
which has propelled us along our interesting trek of discovery and longing.  May their names be
spoken of as a blessing.

  For my wife and I the secular year 2010 marks for us the time when we finally threw off the
final few remaining shackles of Christian Messianism and rejected the NT and the so-called
messiah that is presented in it.  This is the story of my spirtual journey home that took me from
Christianity, through Messianic Judaism and the Hebrew Roots Movement to my eventual
embrace of Orthodox Judaism. This did not happen in a moment of time but was a slow process,
one which began many years ago and has taken us down many varied paths.   We did not come
to this desision easily, but with amid rivers of tears and tremendous inner struggle.  At the end
we made the only choice that is available to anyone desiring a relationship with the Creator of
All Things.  We know that our desision will be viewed by some negatively and we no doubt will
lose some friends, costs which we are willing to bear for some honest to God truth without a
plethora of empty words and excuses.

My presentation is in no way to diminish the hundreds of good Christian people we encountered
on our path home, and in many instances, some of them helped us in making solid informed
desisions concerning Judaism and some of them even went before us in embracing the faith of
Israel.  With that said we also have to point out that we do not believe that Christianity or it’s
children, Messianic Judaism, Hebrew Roots or Hebraic Restoration to have much foundation in
Jewish ideas or ideals.  Nor do we think it is a valid alternative for non-Jews.  Many aspects of
Christian Messianism is rooted in idolatrous idea’s, and violates the Noachide Covenant that was
given for the non-Jewish world.  It is our hope and prayer that by participating in our story,
righteous non-Jews would see the error of Christianity and seek HaShem with renewed zeal.

MY HISTORY IN THE MESSY-ANTICS MOVEMENT

The Messianic Movement (herewith MM) was a movement of which I was actively part of for
about 12 years.  I became involved with them in the early 1990’s after attending one of their
Shabbat services at a congregation in Albuquerque New Mexico.  The beauty of the liturgical
service spoke to my heart and I started taking some classes they offered, which helped me see
the importance of the Torah and especially keeping Shabbat.   Over the years as I grew in this
new form of Christianty, I became quite active in Messianic Judaism, taking up roles of teaching
and even leadership.  As time went on I began to study Orthodox Judaism to gain the depth of



understanding and knowledge I need to continue teaching.  It is here I began seeing cracks in the
New Testament and my belief in Yeshua (Jesus).  As I struggled with these various issues I
began to see through the facade of Messianic Judaism. 

  As various problems presented themselves in the normal flow of congregational life, I saw that
the so called Messianic rabbi’s would most often deal with these various problems in a very
Christian way, often contrary to the teaching of the Torah.   Being in leadership often afforded
me contact with other leaders and believers in other areas of the country.  I began to hear
disturbing stories of abuse of power against those of us who dared challenge their disregard of
the Torah.  I myself found myself in a confrontation of my own Messianic rabbi over
mishandling of congregational funds and other areas as well.  I reported this to the MJAA, the
organization over our congregation.  I met the head of the MJAA and our rabbi’s regional
supervisor and spoke with both of them about the lack of integrity of our rabbi.  While they said
they would look into the matter, nothing was really done.  My wife and I and many of the elders
would eventually leave the congregation and never return to Messianic Judaism.  We saw it as
nothing more that Christians who looked like Jews but almost in every respect acted like
Christians, which is to say that they viewed Judaism in a non-Jewish way.

MY RESEARCH

During my stint with the MM my knowledge of the bible continued to grow but was in many
ways limited since I did not know Hebrew.  To rectify that, I took a Hebrew class taught by a
friend of mine and the world of Jewish thought has since really opened itself up to me.  By this
time I had been studying Judaism on my own for about 8 years and Messianic Judaism for about
12 years.  By this time I had already had many questions which went unanswered in regard to the
NT.  And I was not really getting any straight answers from the MM.  All that changed after
learning Hebrew.  I had already learned how to search out the meaning of Hebrew and Greek
words with the help of Interlinear Bibles and a Strongs Concordance, but that often did not help
me resolve the questions.   After learning Hebrew, I was no longer limited to those types of
resources but now began purchasing real Hebrew Lexicons and other traditional Jewish
resources.  This coupled with my love of Jewish history really catapulted me into the world of
Jewish thought.  I began seeing irreconcilable cracks in the NT and the Church’s stance on
history and Scripture.  

I had also over this time period become very interest in the Dead Sea scrolls.  After reading them
for years (in English that is) and weaving in the works of Josephus and Jewish and Church
literature, and the Tanakh, a far different picture of 1st century Israel emerges that is at odds with
the Christian point of view.  I  began asking myself about why I think that this Yeshua (Jesus) is
the Messiah?  What proof did I have?  My reasearch had uncovered that the text of the NT was
not as sound as the Christians made it out to be.  In fact there were many contractions within it.
There were, as I discovered literally thousands of variant texts and tens of thousands of
variations on readings of individual passages.  Many of the pieces of the Greek texts were no
larger than a credit card.  My trust in the NT began to be shattered on the basis of real, hard
evidence.  Even many Christian scholars admit that the text of the NT has been edited and
tampered with over the centuries.  How could I trust the NT?   



I had many questions.  Why did I need a personal savior?  Was not my belief in HaShem
enough?   After all He is the Saviour of Israel according to the Prophet Isaiah.  Why would a
man need to die for the sins of the world?  It seemed odd that the innocent should die for the
guilty? Why should’nt the guilty pay for their own sins?  I would discover that this idea was not
substantiated in the Tanakh at all and in fact flies in the face of what the Torah really says.

 And what about the Third Temple that is to be rebuilt according to Ezekiel.  The Church teaches
that the sacrificial system has been done away with by Jesus’ sacrifice.  How could sin offerings
still be offered?   Was I born a sinner as the Church said? Or could I overcome sin as Judaism
maintains?  And what about non-pagan Gentiles, where do they fit in?

Even faced with this mounting doubt, I was hesitant to reject Yeshua/Jesus. It was one thing to
reject the authority of the NT but quite another to reject who I thought was the Messiah.  I came
to the realization that he is not the promised deliverer, kicking and dragging my feet in many
ways.  But I finally realized that even this was a conditioned response planted by Christian
dogma.  I was the victim of cultural brainwashing and my responses to attacks on my Christian
idea’s were were deeply entrenched in my pyche.  Guilt is a powerful weapon and Christianity
uses it quite effectively.   How could I reject the Saviour?  My eternal salvation was at stake.  Or
was it? 

Those who know me, know that I am a careful and calculating person.  I am not one to run after
every wind of doctrine and I take time to look at idea’s and belief’s through the prism of
verifyable history, archeology and scriptural analysis.  In the end I rejected the Christian messiah
and NT based on real substantual evidence, based on the Scripture, the Tanakh.  After all this, I
knew I could trust the Tanakh, the real word of God.  It was the litmus test that I used to test the
veracity of the Christian claims about their messiah.   During the last 20 years, as my belief in
the veracity of the New Testament was being whittled away, my belief in the truth of the Tanakh
was continually being reinforced and strengthened.  The results of those tests are what follows.
The evidence is compelling.  Please take the time to read it.  

WHAT IS SCRIPTURE?

One of the first things I had to come to terms with is a phrase that many people throw around but
have litte understanding of.  When Jews speak of the Scripture it is substantively different that
what Christians understand.  Christians believe the New Testament is scripture, when the reality
is that it was the Catholic Church that canonized the NT not the Jewish disciples of Jesus.
Christianity leans heavily on a passage out of 2nd Peter that talks of Paul’s writings as scripture
to give the NT some type of standing.  Given the numerous examples of NT tampering that even
some mainstream Christian scholars admit to, the NT is at best suspect.  Additionally, ignorance
of how scripture is actually created is rampant in the Christian world.  The disciples were in no
position to even suggest that any of their writings were on the level of official sacred text of the
Jewish people.  Only one body has the authority to determine what is sacred scripture for the
Jewish people and that body is the Sanhedrin, the High Court of Israel.

The Scipture is the Hebrew Tanakh which was determined by the Sanhedrin. The Torah scroll is



scripture, the KJV bible is not.  Scripture is not a translation from a non-Jewish source.  The
reason for this is that translations can be wrong whereas the Hebrew text is never wrong, it
simply is the original word of God.  Translations, while based on the Hebrew text, are in reality
the words of men and subject to error.  When a person accepts the New Testament as Scripture,
they essentially are accepting the Catholic Church as a legitimate authority, since it is they who
proclaim the NT as ‘scripture’.

The NT utilized the Greek translation of the Septuagint (LXX) in the majority of it’s “proof
texts.”  The Church holds up the LXX as authorized translation by the Sages and therefore
acceptable for use by the writers of the NT.   This is one of the lies and secrets of the Church
which has been used to justify the authenticity of the Gospel.   What is generally not known is
that the Sages were forced to write this translation.  They did not want do it but had little choice.
And only the Torah was translated and no other books.  Note what Megillah 9a says about this:

Megillah 9a   ‘R. Judah said: When our teachers permitted Greek, they permitted it only for a scroll of the Torah’.
This was on account of the incident related in connection with King Ptolemy, as it has been taught: ‘It is related of
King Ptolemy that he brought together seventy-two elders and placed them in seventy-two [separate] rooms, without
telling them why he had brought them together, and he went in to each one of them and said to him, Translate for
me the Torah of Moses your master.

We discover that the original Greek translation was only of the Torah, not the entire Tanakh.
Furthermore, we also have corroboration of this from the works of Flavius Josephus, in his
preface to Antiquities of the Jews.  Since the only authorized translation was of the five books of
Moshe, where did the translation of the remainder of the books originate from?  It seems likely
given the historical fact that the NT was re-worked and edited over the centuries, that the Church
is the likely author and utilized it to prop up the authenticity of the NT message.  Therefore such
renderings as a virgin birth of Isaiah 7:14 are highly suspect and not the work of the authorized
soferim (scribes) of the Jewish nation.  Today, the Septuagint remains the official Old Testament
of the Greek Orthodox Church, and the manuscripts that consist of our Septuagint today date to
the third century C.E.  Judaism in no way accepts this LXX.

QUALIFICATIONS OF THE MESSIAH

As I studied the concept of the Messiah, there were many things that the Church had taught me
that now were red flags.  As I dug into the Hebrew text, I learned many things about the term
‘messiah.’  When we are speaking of messiah we are speaking of the word mashiach, which
means anointed one.  In the Tanakh there were many mashiachim (messiahs).  Every high priest
is called a mashiach.  The Davidic kings are called mashiachim.  King Saul was also called the
Messiah.  The kings of the rebellious northern kingdom, however, are never called by this term.
The term mashiach, within the vast history of the Tanakh, is never invested with a divine nature.
It refers only to human leaders.  There is no passage in the Tanakh that I know of the speaks of
the coming Deliverer as “Mashiach.”  This term is used of him simply because he will be the
King of Israel, from David.  

Once we begin to look as the specifics that the Messiah was supposed to accomplish, Jesus



ultimately fails the test.  When the Messiah comes there are three basic things that he must
accomplish: 

He must regather the scattered exiles.  

He must rebuild the Temple.  

And that the universal knowledge of God will fill the entire earth.  

We can say confidently that these were not accomplished by Jesus.  In fact Jesus lived during a
time when the Temple was an every day part of Jewish life and therefore is disqualified based on
that alone.  The world was not filled with the knowledge of God, but actually entered into the
Dark Ages, a time of ignorance about God and His Torah, brought on by the Church.  It was a
time of darkness, hatred, sin and iniquity. 

In the 12th century C.E. Moshe Maimonides included in his Code of Jewish Law specifically
what an individual must accomplish before he is known to be the real Messiah: 

Mishne Torah Kings 11:4  If a king will arise from the House of David, who is learned in Torah, observant of the
commandments, as prescribed by the Written Law and Oral Law, as David his ancestor was, and he will compel all
Israel to walk in the way of the Torah, and reinforce the breaches in its observance, and he will fight the wars of
G-d, we may presume that he is the Messiah.  If he does these things, and is fully successful, builds the Third
Temple in its place and gathers the dispersed of Israel, then he is definitely the Messiah. If he did not succeed to this
degree, or he was killed, he surely is not the Messiah promised in the Torah.

In the last 2000 years, the Torah has not been lifted up but trodden down by a repressive aberrant
sect of Judaism - Catholicism.  While the original sect of Jewish believers in Jesus were Torah
observant and loyal to Israel, the Christianity of Saul of Tarsus, a relative of Herod, is replete
with instances of preaching contrary to the Torah and his adversarial relationship with James the
Just is legendary and one can find numerous instances of this in the New Testament itself.  Also,
Jesus did not fight the wars of God.  Certainly, his Zealot/Essenian/Ebionite disciples were
involved in the activities of the nationalists prior to the Great Revolt, but he died many years
before.  Christianity counters this with their doctrine of the Second Coming. They teach that
there was to be one messiah who comes twice. They believe all the prophecies will be fulfilled at
this Second Coming.  We take strong issue with this.  This teaching is to be found nowhere in the
Tanakh, or within the sects of Judaism at that time.  We know that the Essenes, who were part of
the Messianic Movement of the first century, believed in two messiah’s one from Israel and one
from Aaron.   We also now know that the Nazarenes and the Essenses were in fact part of the
same movement and called themselves the Way and the Poor, both used by the community of
James, Jesus’ brother and  leader of the Nazarenes.  From the book of Ovadyah we must note
that the two messiahs, called saviours here, live in the same time period during the End of Days
when the House of Joseph is regathered and is engaged in the wars of God.   But we find no
evidence of one messiah fulfilling two roles, separated by 2000 years of anti-Jewish history.

1.

2.

3.



THE PROBLEM WITH PAUL

One of the most problematic area’s in NT studies revolves around the Gospel of Paul.  For as
many years that I was part of the Messianic Movement or Messianic Judaism, I tried continually
to reconcile the teaching of Paul with the teaching of Jesus and his brother James.  I studied the
texts, trying to see if there were translation problems. I entertained various theories proposing
that we have misunderstood the subject matter of certain phrases that are used in the NT, phrases
such as works of the Law.   I often heard, and still do hear those who state that Paul’s writings are
not at odds with the other writings of the NT.  Many of these teachers do all kinds of literary and
linguistic gymnastics to demonstrate that Paul is not teaching against the Torah.  Messianic Jews
go so far as to interpret the phrase works of the Law as ‘legalistic observance of Torah
commands’1 which sounds very theological but is without legitimate scholarly support.  The
phrase in Hebrew is ma’aseh ha Torah and quite literally means doing the commandments of the
Torah.  Paul’s gospel is one that proclaims that one can obtain justification or righteousness by
faith alone outside the works of the Torah which is at odds with the message of the Torah

After almost 20 years of struggling with this, I came to the conclusion that Paul’s teachings on
faith vs. works cannot line up with the Tanach or the teaching of James,  because it is at odds
with Judaism. I discovered that within the narrative of the NT, is the story of two parallel
movements, one in oppostion with the other, vying for primacy as the single spokesman for what
eventually became known as Christianity.  The story is the struggle of two men Saul of Tarsus
(Paul) and Ya’akov ha Tzaddik (James the Just), Yeshua’s brother.  One of the important
understanding’s I had to come to terms with is that the man from Tarsus is ultimately responsible
for the creation of catholic (universal) gentile centered and directed Christianity.  The second
thing I came to terms with is that Paul himself is a bit of an enigma, and the picture that is
painted by the NT is missing many important details that are actually hinted at in the NT itself.
This history is key when dealing with the NT, because without it the reader of the NT is
continually trying to make sense of opposing principles and ideas and never coming to a full
understanding of the NT writings or the reasons for them.

PAUL AND HIS GOSPEL

Paul’s entire theology is formulated upon two primary scriptures, the righteous man shall live by
faith from Habbakuk 2:4 and he [Abraham] believed God and he reckoned it as righteousness
taken from Genesis 15:6.  Paul believed that righteousness could be attained by belief or faith
alone without regard to keeping any commandments. These become the foundational principles
of Paul’s Gospel of Grace.  He states this clearly in Romans 3:28,  “For we maintain that a man
is justified by faith apart from works of the Law.”   Some modern teachers interpret the phrase
works of the Law as referring to the Oral Law only.  This is not a valid interpretation.
Historically, Judaism (including Nazarene Judaism) does not normally delineate between the
two.  The reason for this is that normally the Torah command does not instruct the worshipper on
how to keep the specific command.  The oral tradition helps clarify how to observe the
commands of God.  The two together form a whole.  So Torah can refer to not only the five
books of Moshe, but also to the Tanakh, and to Jewish Law or Works of the Law means the doing

1. Jewish New Testament by David Stern



of Torah mitzvot (commandments) according to Jewish practice.

 Paul’s particular stance on the practice of Torah or works of the Law for gentile converts is at
odds with the Hebrew mindset and culture.  The Hebrew language is verb (action) based.
Intellectual ascent is foriegn to normal Hebrew culture.  One cannot be righteous unless his faith
in HaShem is followed up with obedience to his commanments, i.e.’works of the Law’.

  In Romans chapter four Paul develops his faith alone theology by using Genesis 15:6 as his
proof, “..and he believed in the Lord and it was reckoned to him as righteousness.”2  But Paul’s
faith alone stance is at odds with  James’ teaching.  Ya’akov ha Tzaddik (James the Just) is the
undisputed leader of the entire Nazarene movement.  His rulings are reckoned as halachic law3

within that group and even the Twelve Apostles bow to his leadership and rulings.  James’
teaching is that a man is justified by works, and not by faith alone.4  He tells the Nazarene
Community that faith without works is dead.5  If you believe or have faith, that faith will
manifest itself thru actions. The Torah supports this stance - “It will be righteousness for us if we
are careful to observe all this commandment before the LORD our God, just as He commanded
us.”6   

But how do we reconcile the two differing affirmations? How can Genesis 15:6 be reconciled
with Deuteronomy 6:25?  Our problem is in correctly interpreting the passage.  Paul has
misinterepreted the Genesis 15:6 passage and then developed an entire theological construct
based on this misunderstanding.  Many of us have studied this passage and it seemed to be
straight forward enough - Abraham trusted in God and he, God, reckoned it as righteousness to
Abraham.  But it is that which is plainly obvious that escapes our notice.  Abraham, is noted
throughout Genesis as being obedient to God’s instructions.  Abraham heard God’s words to
leave his own country and go to an unfamiliar land that God was going to give him as an
inheritance.  By the time we come to chapter 15, this unswerving faith and obedience had been
part of Abraham’s character for a number of years.  His faith had been clearly established so
often that his faith in HaShem’s re-stated promise of offspring in verses 4-5 could hardly be
considered as being out of the ordinary. Meaning that Abraham ,in his believing HaShem
promises, did not do something that he normally would not.  It was another normal day in the life
of Abraham.

Genesis 15:6 is actually stating something entirely opposite than what we have been taught to
believe. Abraham trusted in the Lord, and he, meaning Abraham not God, reckoned it as
righteousness to HaShem.  The subject of the phrase is abiguous.  Rashi interprets the subject as
HaShem. The Rambam7 interprets it as referring to Abraham, which truly makes the most sense.
The issue at hand in Genesis 15 is who would inherit Abrahams estate.  Abraham, who at this
point is childless, believed that he would have to pass his legacy on through his servant Eliezer.

2. Genesis 15:6, Romans 4:3
3. Halachic Law is the Jewish cognomen for the how-to’s of the Torah.  Halacha literally means the way to walk an

expression that is utilized in the NT.  Phrases such as walk by the Spirit should be correctly understood as
meaning to be obedient to the commandments of the Torah, which originate from the Spirit.

4. James 2:24
5. James 2:26
6. Deuteronomy 6:25
7. one of the greatest rabbinic minds of Judaism, the Rambam, known as Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon

(Maimonides).



But HaShem declares that this would not be the case and his heir would be his own flesh and
blood.  Abraham trusts HaShem and Abraham reckons it as righteosness on the part of HaShem.
The Rambam says it was Abraham who reckoned God’s promise of children as a manifestation
of righteous kindness, for God made the promise unconditionally, without regard to Abraham’s
future merit.8  The Malbim also see’s the subject as being Abraham:

“AVRAM ACCEPTED THIS PROMISE, “HE BELIEVED IN GOD,” BUT HE CONSIDERED THIS EXEMPTION ITSELF
TO BE A SPECIAL FAVOR FROM GOD NOT IN LINE WITH WHAT HE DESERVED - HE CONSIDERED IT AS A
KINDNESS.”9

The following chapters, 16-18, then deal with the promised offspring of this kindness,  Issac.  In
Genesis 26:3-5 HaShem affirms the covenant he had with Abraham with his son Issac.  God tells
him that the three prime elements of the Abrahamic covenant, Land, Seed, and Blessing, would
be established with Issac, “because Abraham obeyed Me and kept My charge, My
commandments, My statutes and My laws.” not because Abraham had a intellectual belief in
God.  Abrahams faith always was reflected through obedience toward God.  Faith can never be
proven through inaction, but only through what others can see as a demonstration of inner
conviction.

Therefore Paul’s Gospel of Grace is developed upon a misinterpretation of one of the key
scriptures used to validate his Faith Alone Doctrine that now permeates Christianity and has for
almost 2000 years.  This false teaching was developed early on by Paul and became the locus
standi10 for his entire work with the Gentiles.  This would eventually bring him into conflict with
the Nazarene leadership who would call for a conference to deal with this issue.

Based on many factors, which can not be given full treatment here, I have come to realize the
Jewish aversion to Paul is based on many proven historic facts based in Church history and
certain evidences within the Church’s New Testament canon, which shows obvious signs of
tampering.  Paul’s three recorded conversion experiences in the book of Acts contradict one
another.  Paul’s words concerning his own practice of Judaism is contradictory:  Paul states that
he was a Pharisee (Acts 23:6) trained at the feet of Gamaliel (Acts 22:3), from the (liberal)
House of Hillel.  But later on in Acts 26:5 Paul states that he lived as a Pharisee according to the
strictest sect of our religion.”  It is a well known fact that the strictest sect within the Pharisees
was the House of Shammai who practiced a very conservative Judaism.  Even if we try to apply
Paul’s words to mean within all the Judaism’s of his day, (i.e. that the Pharisees were the strictest
sect), Essenism was by far the most strict sect within the Judaisms of the 1st century.

PAUL THE HERODIAN

There is also some evidence that Paul (Paulus) was a Herodian, based on Romans 16:11,
“Greet Herodion my kinsman...”  While the Church spins this to mean ‘my Christian brother’, it
seems far fetched, due to the lengthy list of persons whom he does not extend that particular
greeting to. I think we must take Paul at his word here that he was greeting a bloodline relation
given the information that will follow. As far as the name Herodion, Paul’s kinsman, it is

8. Artscroll Stone Edition Chumash, parasha Lech Lecha, pg 67
9. Rav Meir Yehuda Liebish Malbim, The Essential Malbim, Commentary on Genesis 15:6-9
10.Cornerstone or foothold



unlikely that any self respecting Jew would carry that name given the hatred the Jews had for
Herod’s family.  Such names are acknowledged by reputable scholars to have been uncommon
among Jews.11  Also noted in Romans is the Herodian name of Aristobulus (16:10), but the most
condemning piece of evidence in the NT concerning Paul’s Herodian association is Acts 13:1:

“NOW THERE WAS AT ANTIOCH, IN THE CHURCH THAT WAS THERE PROPHETS AND TEACHERS: BARNABAS, AND
SIMEON WHO WAS CALLED NIGER, AND LUCIUS OF CYRENE, AND MANAEN WHO HAD BEEN BROUGHT UP WITH
HEROD THE TETRARCH AND SAUL.”

 Apologists try to get around this clear passage by suggesting that the mention of Saul (Paul) is
to be taken as separate from Manaen and Herod.  But based on the natural flow of the passage, it
would appear that Manaen grew up together with Herod and Saul.  This is further reinforced by
Josephus’ notice12 of ‘Saulus’ a member of Herod’s family. This Saulus plays a pivotal role in
events leading up to the Great Revolt (66-70 CE). Saulus is the intermediary between the
Herodians, the chief priests, and those who desired peace with Rome. Josephus also describes
Saulus as a kinsman of Agrippa.  This would go a long way to explain how it is that a young
Paul (Saulus) could gain access to the hellenistic Sadduccean High Priest who was appointed by
Herod, and be granted authority to apprehend members of the Nazarene sect (who were most
assuredly part of the Zealot nationalists). 

 Another glaring fact is that Paul distinctly states that he is a Roman citizen.13  While most
people take this with a grain of salt, the fact is that most native born Romans did not have Roman
Citizenship. In the Roman Republic and later in the Roman Empire, people resident within the
Roman state could roughly be divided into several classes:  Roman Citizen, Provincial, Client,
Slave and Freemen (freed slaves).  A Roman citizen enjoyed a wide range of privileges and
protections defined in detail by the Roman state.  Roman citizenship was granted automatically
to every male child born in a legal marriage of a Roman citizen. During some periods of Roman
history, both parents needed to be Roman for a child to be granted Roman citizenship, during
other periods only one parent needed to be a citizen.  A Roman Citizen enjoyed the following
rights (and more):  
The right to vote in the Roman assemblies.  The right to stand for civil or public office. The right
to make legal contracts and to hold property as a Roman citizen.  The right to have a legal trial.
A Roman citizen could not be tortured or whipped, nor could he receive the death penalty,
unless he was found guilty of treason.  If accused of treason, a Roman citizen had the right to be
tried in Rome, and even if sentenced to death, no Roman citizen could be sentenced to die on the
cross.  The right to preserve one's level of citizenship upon relocation to a polis (Roman
city-state) of comparable status.  One could also buy citizenship, but at a very high price, such as
the case of the Roman Centurion in Acts 22.

Roman citizenship was special privilege that was restricted to the family and friends of the
Roman elite.  Roman citizenship was an honor granted by Rome which, in the Judean region,
only could be enjoyed by members of Herod’s family or his closest allies. A list of Roman
citizens was kept in Caesar’s office in Rome. It was not a very long list. In outlying provinces

11.See Dr. Robert Eisenman’s article: “Paul as Heriodan” http://www.depts.drew.edu/jhc/eisenman.html
12.Antiquities of the Jews. 10.9.4
13.Acts 16:37-39, Acts 22:26-30



like Judea, it was given to military allies and their families to give them special protection from
Roman occupation forces. It was against Roman Law to torture or beat a Roman citizen. Also,
Roman citizenship from birth14 means Saul had to be given a Roman name from birth.15 Paulus is
a Roman name. Those who received this gift from Rome had to carry the proof of their
citizenship on a small Libellus.  Part of the responsibilities of citizenship is the performance of
sacrificial rites in honor of the Emperor, a very obvious problem for a Jew.

WILL THE REAL NAZARENES PLEASE STAND UP?

The true history of the original movement has been shrouded for many centuries.  Given the
evidence of textual tampering of their “holy” New Testament, the Church’s version of history in
is to be viewed with suspicion and caution.   The references to the original groups of the
Nazarene movement; the Essenes, the Ebionites and others of the Way are viewed by the Church
as heretics.   Many of the writings of these groups have not survived except in quotations.  But
from the various sources that mention the original Nazarenes: the NT, Church writings, Rabbinic
writings, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Quran and others, a reconstruction of their history by various
scholars and students of the bible (such as myself) has come about and reveals a far different
picture than the Church paints.  This is not some conspiracy against the Church.  Different teams
of scholars from different time periods and locations have all reached similiar conclusions
independent of one another.   It is this history which I now want to relate to you mysef.

The real story of the Nazarenes is one of a sect with known associations with Essenes, Zealots,
Sicarii and Perushim.  In fact the Nazarenes were probably either Essenes or an offshoot of the
Essenes.  The Essenes were called in Jewish literature the ‘Chassidim Rishoni’ (the pious
original ones) and was the original group that the Perushim (Pharisees) came out of.  The
differences between them were based on halacha (Jewish Law) concerning the Temple.  The
Essenes view the Temple as having been defiled by Gentiles and Gentile sacrifices and therefore
they rejected it as a holy place.  The priesthood was controlled by base men who were full of
greed, a paticular point made in the DSS concerning the three nets of Belial.  The Perushim on
the other hand accept the current defiled Temple because that was all they had at the time.  The
Nazarenes who were called ‘Notzri Torah’ meaning the Guardians of the Torah, were aligned
with the Essenes.  The echo of this connection is found in the Gospels themselves when Jesus
turned over the money changers tables in the Temple complex. 

 Jesus’ connection to the Essenes is further evidenced by Mark 14 where in preparation for
Passover, he sents his disciples to search for a man carrying a pitcher of water and to follow him
the house he goes to and ask if they may observe the Passover.  They are shown the upper room
that has already been prepared.   In ancient Israel most men did not carry water which was
considered womens work.  The only exception to this was the Essenes who would not allow
women to carry the water for their ritual immersions in case they accidentally defile the water,

14.Acts 22:28
15.When a foreigner received the right of citizenship, he took a new name.  The nomen had to be nomen of the

person, always a Roman citizen, to whom he owed his citizenship.  Harold W. Johnston, The Private Life of the
Romans (Revised by Mary Johnston) Scott Foresman and Company.  1932, ch.2.2.1



such as in the case of niddah.   It is well known in archeoalogical circles that the Upper Room
was located in the Essene Quarter.  

The Nazarenes and their associated groups were Jewish nationalists who desired to rid Israel of
foriegn domination and instigated a war with Rome.  This process spanned decades until 66 CE
when these Jewish nationalists took control of Jerusalem.  Rome responded and the rest as they
say is history.  We find significant evidence for this profile in the New Testament itself.  Jesus
himself says that he did not come to bring peace:

Matthew 10: 34-35  Do not think I came to bring peace on earth.   I did not come to bring peace but a sword but a
sword.  For I have come to set a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her
mother-in-law, and a man’s enemies will be those of his own household.

In the garden of Gethsamane we see that Jesus’ disciples are armed (Luke 23:49) which seems
strange if the Nazarenes were only a peace-loving sect touted by the Church.  But not only is
Shimon Kepha (Peter) in possession of a sword (John 18:10) but he is also trained to use it and
actually cuts off the High Priest’s servants ear.

Jesus’ band of disciples are in actuality either his brothers, related by blood or marriage or close
friends of the family.  And they were not from Nazareth since it did not exist until after the
Jewish wars, when the Church was redacting the documents and history of the NT.  The term
Nazarenes originally may have referred to Nazarites.  The Essenes were noted for their
acseticism and Yaakov (James) was a lifelong nazarite.  The Nazarenes were also called the Way
and the Poor (Ebion) both terms that the Essenes called themselves.

Several of the names of Jesus’ disciples are very illuminating and help reinforce the profile of
them as a nationalistic and often violent sect.  Simon Peter is called by Jesus as Simon bar Jona
taken to mean Simon son of Jonah.  Simon would actually be Shimon his given Hebrew name,
bar is Aramaic for son and Jona is possibly Yonah another Hebrew name. However in the Greek
text of Matthew 16:17 there is no hyphen between bar - jona and is rendered as bariona.  This
word has specific meaning in Aramaic - fugitive or outlaw.  In the Talmud this word is used to
describe Zealots who fought against Rome.  In the Gospel of Mark two other disciples are called
Boanerges meaning Sons of Thunder, referring to their disposition towards violence.  If we
remember in Luke 9:53-54 they asked Jesus to call down fire on a town of the Samaritans who
would not recieve them.  Another intersting disciple is Simon the Cananean.  This Simon is not a
Canaanite (who had already ceased to exist) but from the town of Cana which figures
prominently in the 3rd chapter of the Gospel of John which is a scene out of Jesus’s own
wedding reception.  The word cana `pw means zealot.  Simon is actually called Simon the Zealot
in Luke 6:15 and Acts 1:13.  

And the most infamous of Jesus’s disciples is of course Judas Iscariot.  The Church paints Judas
as being from Kerioth and suggests that his name Iscariot is derived from this.  But this is just
wishful thinking and has no scholarly support.  In the 1st century there were a sect of the Zealots
which were assassins specializing in killing Roman collabarators with special knives.  They were
called the Sicarii meaning assassin.  By switching two letters in his name, the Church creates
Judas Iscariot who is actually Judah the Sicarii (or Judah the Knife).  Sicarii becomes Iscari (ot at



the end would be a feminine plural suffix).

In the crucifixition scene, Jesus is presented as being executed with two thieves.  This
identification of two thieves is a stretch to say the least.  The Greek word kleptes means thief or
stealer.  But in the cruxifixtion scene the word lestes is used to refer to the two ‘thieves’.  This
word means brigand which is an outlaw. Another figure of imortance is Barabbas who according
to the Gospel of John was a brigand or outlaw, which is to mean one of the Jewish nationalists
who was fighting a guerilla war against the Roman occupiers.  According to John, Pontius Pilate
offered to free Jesus.  Pilate says:  You have a custom that I should release someone to you at the
Passover.... (John 18:39).  This custom, outside of the New Testament, as far as I know is
unknown and is probably a Christian addition to the real story.  Barabbas, in Aramaic
(bar-abbas), means son of the father.  Christian commenators highlight the contrast between
Barabbas and Jesus. One being the real son of the father who is condemned and the other, the
terrorist, is set free.  But another scenario is offered up by scholars.  Barabbas is really the son of
Jesus who was caught by the Romans for sedition.

THE PLOT OF PAUL

The original Nazarenes did not survive past 70 CE, though the Church record states that Shimon
ben Clopas returned from Perea about 72 CE to re-establish a Nazarene presence in Jerusalem
after the war.  By this time however, they were no longer the popular party they once were.
There is a Arab tradition that a group of Ebionites settled in Arabia.  They learned from these
Ebionites that Yeshua was not cruxified, which is also a tradition reflected in the Islamic Quran.
This same tradition tells us the reason that these Ebionites came to Arabia - to escape persecution
of the Chistians who wanted to seize the Hebrew copy of their ‘gospel’ which was purportedly
an authentic Hebrew Matthew.  When the Ebionites refused, the Christian sought help from the
Romans and so the fled to a safe haven.  The Arab tradition tells us that the Christians created
their own gospels and the NT that we currently possess are those gospels.

There is a story I recently (2010) heard from a Sephardic rabbi (in California) of our day who
relates that the Sanhedrin, desiring to distance itself from the violent messianic movement of
Yeshu and his disciples (we will explain this in detail later on) allowed Saul of Tarsus to
infiltrate the movement and to redirect the Nazarene ideology away from Judaism.  Paul’ s
teacher, Rabbi Shimon ben Gamliel was a member of the Sanhedrin and Paul himself appears to
be involved with the Temple police who answer to the Herodian appointed Sadducean High
Priest.  If true it appears that Paul was quite successful, attested to by history and Christian
theology.

As you can see the history of what actually became Christianity is quite interesting but does not
lend itself to the Church’s point of view.  To put it simply, we have been sold a bill of goods.
Any honest examination of the histories of the Second Temple period and the Christian period
following, will cause any sane person to doubt the claims of the Church and her twisted sisters.
In Part 2, I will examine many of Christianity’s core beliefs and how I came to reject them all.

CONCLUSION OF PART 1


